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The companion to the highly emotional, scandalous and USA Today Bestselling love story - LOVE, IN
ENGLISH - is finally here! Love, in Spanish is a Love, in English follow-up of about 50K words, told from
Mateo Casalles' POV. Love, in Spanish touches on some events that happened in Love, in English (you
know the ones!) while expanding on Vera and Mateo's "happily ever after." Note: It should be read after
Love, in English and is almost all new material (AKA not just rehash of LIE). *** “She sat beside me on the
bus – and she changed my whole life.” Successful, wealthy and absurdly handsome – Spanish ex-football
player Mateo Casalles seemed like he had it all. A high-society wife, an adorable little girl, and flashy
apartments in Madrid and Barcelona only sweetened the deal. But there was more to Mateo than met the eye
– a life of uncertainty and regret that colored his black and white world. That was until Vera Miles came into
his life like a shooting star. Tattooed, wild and young, Vera seemed like Mateo’s polar opposite at first. But
you can’t choose who you fall in love with and the two lost souls did everything they could to be together, all
while suffering the grave consequences. Now with Mateo divorced and living in Madrid with Vera, there is a
whole new set of challenges and setbacks facing the couple and rocking the foundation of their star-crossed
relationship. Unfortunately for them, the brighter the star, the faster they burn. ***Love, in Spanish contains
the first two chapters of Where Sea Meets Sky, a full-length Love, in English spinoff starring Vera's brother,
Josh Miles, coming March 2015 from Atria Books***
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From reader reviews:

Jamie Brewer:

The book Love, in Spanish gives you the sense of being enjoy for your spare time. You can utilize to make
your capable far more increase. Book can to get your best friend when you getting strain or having big
problem with the subject. If you can make reading a book Love, in Spanish to be your habit, you can get far
more advantages, like add your current capable, increase your knowledge about some or all subjects. It is
possible to know everything if you like available and read a e-book Love, in Spanish. Kinds of book are
several. It means that, science book or encyclopedia or some others. So , how do you think about this book?

John Richey:

Hey guys, do you would like to finds a new book you just read? May be the book with the concept Love, in
Spanish suitable to you? The particular book was written by popular writer in this era. The actual book
untitled Love, in Spanishis a single of several books that everyone read now. This book was inspired lots of
people in the world. When you read this reserve you will enter the new shape that you ever know just before.
The author explained their strategy in the simple way, and so all of people can easily to be aware of the core
of this guide. This book will give you a lots of information about this world now. So you can see the
represented of the world on this book.

Eleanor Bender:

A lot of people always spent their particular free time to vacation or even go to the outside with them family
or their friend. Are you aware? Many a lot of people spent many people free time just watching TV, as well
as playing video games all day long. If you need to try to find a new activity honestly, that is look different
you can read a new book. It is really fun for you personally. If you enjoy the book you read you can spent all
day every day to reading a guide. The book Love, in Spanish it is extremely good to read. There are a lot of
people who recommended this book. These people were enjoying reading this book. If you did not have
enough space bringing this book you can buy the e-book. You can m0ore very easily to read this book from
the smart phone. The price is not too costly but this book has high quality.

Ruth Goodrich:

In this era which is the greater man or woman or who has ability in doing something more are more
important than other. Do you want to become certainly one of it? It is just simple way to have that. What you
are related is just spending your time not very much but quite enough to get a look at some books. One of
many books in the top record in your reading list is Love, in Spanish. This book which is qualified as The
Hungry Mountains can get you closer in getting precious person. By looking way up and review this book
you can get many advantages.
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